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The magical rivers of
Bosnia & Herzegovina

worldwide fly fishing
expeditions since 1992

The rivers Pliva, Una, Unac Krusnica, Neretva, Sanica & Ribnik are breath taking natural beauties.
These chalk –mountain rivers of Bosnia & Herzegovina that provoke great interests from many fly
fishermen all over the world.
Fly Fishing Dreams is very proud to offer these rivers exclusively to his clients. Prime season to fish
at these beauties is from May 01 - October 31.
The Pliva is a river with extraordinary color, purity is surely one of the most beautiful fly fishing
rivers in Europe. The river Pliva is very rich of native Grayling that reaches some over 60 cm in
length. Although you can easily see a school of Graylings, catching a large one often tires even
experienced fisherman because of its clear water. Plentiful nutrition in this river allow the fish to
grow extremely strong. The wild nature of these fish needs thin leader. We recommend Pliva to
all fly fishermen ready for a challenge on perhaps Europe 's largest Grayling.

The magical rivers of Bosnia& Herzegovina

The river Una is a mountain river with plentiful rapids, cascades and waterfalls. At the upper river
flow between Martin Brod and Kulen Vakuf in western part there is a special fly fishing area rich
in brown trout and grayling. Every single fish caught is an experience in and of itself because all
the species in this area are native and absolutely wild, without being too large. The river offers
the best conditions for fly fishing using dry flies, nymphs and streamers.

The River Unac merges into river Una near
Martin Brod. Unac appr. 30 meter wide is
extremely rich in large rainbow and brown
trout. Many of the fish caught are between 2
and 6 kg, although some fish in deeper pools
can often weigh more than that. Graylings
can be caught also. Trout can be caught using
dry flies, nymphs and streamers. Fishermen
should note that these fish are active all day
on a dry fly and that Unac is famous for the
extraordinary number of fish caught in the
early evening.
This stretch of the Ribnik is appr. 5 km long and is very accessible for fly fishing. Because it is so
shallow, fishermen can easily cross the river at most locations. The Ribnik is especially rich in
capital size wild grayling, which make up 70% of the fish population.These Graylings can be
caught using dry flies and nymphs and the fish are active all day on a dry fly. Ribnik can offer a
lot action during the day.

The magical rivers of Bosnia & Herzegovina

The River Sanica is the left tributary to the river Sana, 12 km from Kljuc, It is very accessible for fly
fishing and is rich in Grayling, which make up 70% of the total fish population. Besides Grayling,
you can also find brown trout. It is possible to catch fish using both dry flies and nymphs, but the
fish are especially active all day long when using a dry fly. Many Grayling are between 45 cm and
60 cm.
Other rivers to fish are Krusnica and Neretva under moreless same conditions.
During a week of fishing it is possible to fish a different rivers in the area. Number of anglers is not
strictly limited of any of these rivers, that is why we always decide evening before on next day’s
river, according weather and other relevant conditions. Small Guesthouses are used in the area
next to river, with full service and full board.

Package 7 nights / 6 days fishing accommodation:
For group of 4-5 persons € 780,per person
For group of 2-3 persons € 925,per person
Single fishing on request.
Packages are included : accommodation, guide, all
transfers, meals. Strictly Fly fishing & Catch & Release

More information needed ?
Please feel free to “ castaway “ an
email to : flyfish@home.nl

